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The Editors’ words
As the new editors of the “The Island” we have decided to
change its look and we hope you enjoy this new format. We
plan to send an issue out twice a year: once at the beginning of
summer giving a brief review of what’s been happening over the
winter months, and then forward to the events for the summer.
The other will be published at the end of the summer season
following the same format. If there is a need, we will produce
small newsletters in-between.
We have also decided to put some of our more senior members
in the spotlight in each issue, finding out a little bit about how
they got into sailing and how they became involved in the club.
We would welcome any contributions
or ideas to make our magazine more
interesting.
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Tom Lori, The Commodore expresses his
thoughts and feelings on the club’s day-today running

Dear friends and fellow members of the
Island Sailing Club, this first edition of the
“Island” magazine is under new editorship,
so I want to thank the new editorial team
for taking on the responsibility.

night, summer party, and also the
Christmas Carol evening. Also, the
Annual Cup Awards and Christmas
Dinner went so well, not to mention the
wonderful Commodore’s day that she
and the committee secretly organised
for my wife Esmé and me.

Recently we had our club’s Annual
General Meeting, and, sadly, I was very
disappointed that so few managed to
attend, so I’ll summarize my report to the
club given on that occasion.

The somewhat haphazardly organised
Open days, which were used to
promote the club and invite the public
and other clubs to come and join in the
fun, led to new membership
applications, and new people enjoying
the sailing experience, and learning to
sail through the courses we ran.

“It has been a busy year for all of us at the
club, but particularly for the committee,
without whom the club would not
function.

This year there are plans to put out
notices, inviting the public to come in
and try a time of sailing on the water
with an experienced club member.

So my first, very pleasurable task is to
thank all the outgoing committee for all
their hard work, and the fun, laughter and
banter we’ve enjoyed together.

During the year, the committee have
undertaken several tasks to improve
things at the club which are evident
when you look round.

During the year we have tried to take the
club forward with evening sailing, racing
as well as social activities, with some
innovative ideas thrown in for good
measure.

Rose, at that time Rear Commodore but
now our current Vice Commodore,
among her many other tasks - like
organising us to be able to have these
snazzy polo shirts and fleeces - has
organised work parties with free hot
dogs and beer for all enthusiastic
volunteers.

My special thanks go to Maggie for so
ably organising the Quiz nights, skittles
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You can see how much tidier the whole
area is, with the long grass and overgrowth
around the spit and race hut being cut
down, and the lake being cleared of weed
and reed growth round the spit and
slipway.
The compound especially is much better,
with the all the old trolleys and boats
whose owners couldn’t be located either
being sold or disposed of.
We have new fencing along the road,
which had been badly damaged by the
overhanging brambles covered with snow
last winter, this being so well engineered
by our very able Bosun David, with help
from John Beech and a team of labourers.
On work party days, Dennis our
membership secretary, currently in sunny
New Zealand, was seen wielding a
machete to do battle with the overhanging
brambles and growth on the north side of
the compound.
Thanks to John Beech and Mike Page and
others, the island has been cleared so that
this spring the swans and other birds can
build fresh nests and we can see across the
lake.

Also they’ve cleared the trees from
behind the clubhouse that were getting
a bit big and beginning to cause
concern, and a host of other things
which needed to be done to keep the
club running smoothly, like Secretary
Bill getting the engines serviced and
Rose sitting in for me at committees
when I wasn’t here.
Amongst other things, in the past few
months, Rose, Steve Savin and Bill
have been grappling on our behalf with
Sport England grant applications and
development plans, in hope of
procuring funding for new boats and
other projects. So thanks to the 3 of
them and fingers crossed.
Thank you very much, Bill, for using
your skills to navigate us through that
lot. By the way, congratulations from
all of us, on your now being an RYA
Coastal Skipper.
And thank you all for doing your
unsung heroes bit, like refilling the
safety boat petrol tank and not charging
the club, or providing goodies to eat
and drink at open days and the like. All
of us benefit from each other’s
generosity.
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I don’t want to steal Steve’s thunder as he
comes to give us an overview of the club’s
finances, but I want to thank you all
personally for your generous donations and
support for the various boat projects, now
that this committee has done away with the
49ers.
Last year the Summer Wednesday midweek sailing evenings were well attended
with often up to 6 boats on the water and
the safety boat out, so thanks to Steve W
and Geoff for that.
For me personally these were the best
times as I don’t race, and I enjoy just
messing about on the water with others. I
am hoping that this summer season we can
build on this success, and use it to hone
our sailing skills, as well as having fun.
As a club, we have run a variety of courses
to this end, and as a result we now have a
number of new RYA-qualified sailors,
assistant instructors, power boaters and
safety boaters, as well as RYA-qualified
first aiders.
So thanks to absent Steve Warwicker for
the training and to all you members for
giving your time and money to be trained.

During most of this last 12 months, we
have had Steve’s experience and
expertise to see us through most of
these courses. He was our resident
Senior Instructor, who on retirement
moved to Bristol, which he felt was a
mite too far away to continue being
“resident”, but he is still a country
member. Thank you so much for
sharing your expertise among us.
Geoff, who has been qualified for many
years, has been persuaded, and kindly
agreed to take us in hand, and knock us
into shape as the new Senior Instructor.
Bill Taylor, last year’s Secretary and
President, has “volunteered” to become
our new Training Principal in Steve’s
place. So, many thanks to both of you.
This year we have also seen the moving
away of Mike and Joy Jeffries who
have been with the club since its
inception, and to whom we are indebted
for so much wise guidance and help
and enthusiasm as well as the practical
engineering know-how of seemingly all
classes of dinghies.
We will always remember Joy who was
there faithfully every Sunday keeping
the Galley going, and making pots of
tea and mugs of steaming coffee as we
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came in after racing, either jubilant or
dripping wet after a capsize!
Under Maggie’s leadership, club members
gave them both a right royal send-off, with
a wonderful farewell party.
Finally, if you have enjoyed using the
club’s facilities, and coming on Sundays
more or less regularly, to be more of a
family together, would you please consider
volunteering for one of the committee, or
perhaps even non-committee posts?
There is a still lot to be done, but if we all
pull together for the club’s benefit, the
work isn’t very onerous and it’s only for
12 months. For example, we are still

without a Secretary, a job that is only
entails attending on one Thursday a
month, together with 3 or 4 hours
writing up and distributing minutes by
e-mail a month.
And to top it all, there are a lot of
laughs and banter on the way, so we
look forward to being inundated with
offers of help.
Well, no harm in hoping, anyway!!!
So, thank you one and all for another
successful year, and I wish you all
happy, successful and safe sailing in the
coming season.
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Following the recent AGM, the club has a new committee. Some
committee members have stood again and there are some new faces.
The post of Secretary has still to be filled.
Tom Lori has kindly offered to stand as Commodore for a second year
and we welcome Mark Dyer on to the Committee as Rear Commodore.
Ian and Melanie Wickens have offered to be joint editors of the club’s
newsletter, “The Island”.
We say goodbye to Steve Warwicker as Training Principal. Steve has
moved his family to Portishead and we say thanks to him for all his
efforts on the club’s behalf over the last 2 years, for all the training and
the Wednesday evening sailing. We wish him luck sailing in waters
where the tide often runs at 5 knots!!
It’s often quite a handful, running any club and the ISCR is no exception
and it’s going to keep the committee busy. Members can help enormously
by answering the call for work parties, social events, training courses etc,
and there’s nothing that gladdens the heart of a committee member more
than to see a large fleet of boats on our lake and members having fun. So
please come along this year and join in.

The new committee
Commodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodore
Treasurer
Social Secretary
Membership Secretary
Bosun
Race Officer
Training Principal
Editor of “The Island”

Tom Lori
Rose Blake
Mark Dyer
Steve and Teresa Savin
Maggie Page
Dennis Ollington
David Blake
Geoff Planner
Bill Taylor
Melanie and Ian Wickens
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The Club’s Development Plan
Members may be pleasantly
surprised to learn that the
Committee has a development
plan!
We have been drifting gently along
with between 50 and 55
memberships now since I joined
the club in 2007. This is OK in a
way but with the membership fees
set to just cover the club’s basic
costs of about £6000 per year,
there isn’t much left over for new
boats. Or any other new kit for that
matter.
It has proved to be quite tricky
increasing the membership. Just as
we recruit a few new members, a
few older ones decide not to
renew.
I’ve felt for a few years that the club’s boats look a bit dishevelled and
show their age and don’t always look good on Open Days, so we ought to
buy some more. New boats are expensive, say £4500 for a 2-hander
which is a substantial proportion of the club’s reserves. We have been
buying second hand boats in the second half of last year and these,
especially the GP14, look quite good.
So, the development plan aims to increase the membership by making the
club look more attractive to potential new members. We’ve replaced the
gate signs in the last few years and the double-glazed windows make the
clubhouse look much better than it did. There’s been a lot of work done
over the autumn and winter on the grounds. The last detail is some new
boats.
So, we are in the process of applying to Sport England for a grant to buy
2 new boats.
What can members do to help? Well, you can help on work parties to
keep the club looking good, attend open days to chat to visitors and
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persuade them that we have a club worth joining, step forward when the
committee asks for help in some particular task. Pass the word at
work/among your neighbours/friends that there’s a very good sailing club
not far away where they could get some fresh air and exercise and learn a
new skill. Come sailing more often. There’s nothing better for the morale
of the committee than to see a lake crowded with boats!
At the end of the day the committee can plan the club’s development all
they like but it’s the members pitching in that will swing it our way and
keep the club growing and thriving.

Up-coming Events
Sunday 24th June Longest Day Race
The longest day race is a fun day for all members to enjoy. It is a lighthearted relay race, lasting the majority of the day (if you don’t feel up to
helming, come and crew). Come long and join a team or just support
from the shoreline. If you want to create a team for the day please do. It
would be good to get as many teams on the water as possible. The
winning team will have completed the most laps and will be presented
with a trophy to share.
Sunday 2nd September Commodore’s Day
Please come along and support the Commodore. The day is a fun day
with a number of activities. Apart from the usual sailing there will be a
round the island rowing race (no sails allowed) and other competitions for
young and old. There will also be a BBQ to enjoy.

Please see club calendar for other events
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The Notice Board
Cruising and Coaching
This is a new idea for this summer.
We are aware that not all members find it easy to sail on
Sundays, so as the club has been offered some free RYA
coaching sessions, the committee has arranged for Cruising and
Coaching days one Saturday a month during the summer. I hope
that this will encourage members to come and enjoy the lake.
An RYA coach will be on hand to help members improve their
sailing skills, or if you prefer you can just take a boat out for a
leisurely sail in the sunshine!!
The proposed dates are June 2nd, July 7th, August 4th and
Sept 1st.
Saturday 21st July - Push the Boat Out
The RYA would like all sailing clubs in the UK to get as
many boats as possible on the water on Saturday 21st
July, as this is the start of Team GB’s push for Olympic
Gold. Please come and support our British sailors and
have a fun day out. For more information about Going
for Gold please go to the RYA website www.rya.org.uk
Wednesday Night Sailing starting 16th May
The club house will be open from 6:30 for those wishing
to sail on a Wednesday evening. Safety boat will be out
and coaching advise will be available for improvers.
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The Brass
Monkey Race
Sunday 1st January 2012
The Brass Monkey race usually takes place every year on the 1st
January (weather permitting), and is open to all members.
This race is one of the only ISC races where the trophy is
presented on the day. Last year’s winner Maggie Page had
brought the trophy and even at 2pm the competitors were not all
ready, so there was a delay to the start.
Unfortunately, due to the very warm conditions experienced last
autumn and the lack of any significant long cold nights during
the early winter, weed remained a problem for some designs of
dinghy. This proved part of the equation during the race. The
course was set to avoid the weed and maximise the free areas for
sailing. But there was deterioration in the weather during the
race with the wind dying as the rain got heavier. All this
combined caused some people to retire, whilst the remaining
four gritted their teeth and continued. The rain was not cold, just
drenching.
The course was a simple figure of eight. The start line was hut to
3. Thence around 2, 1, 4, 5 and 6, returning across the line. At
the start of the race it was pretty even. Then after the second lap
the race was led mainly by two yachts, the Solo of Geoff
Planner and the Graduate of John Beech. Maggie Page in her
Graduate was struggling to keep within contact. Geoff was
ahead of John for the next two laps, there being only 50m or so
between them at times. Then in the final lap, somewhere
between buoys 2 and 1, John Beech suddenly caught Geoff and
took the lead going around the eastern buoys. Maggie Page was
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left slightly behind. Mike Page followed this group but as the as
the race continued, Mike, in the Laser, got really well left
behind and only just avoided being lapped before the end. John
crossed the line first, however the final outcome depended on
the handicap. Many people did not realise that a Solo has a
lower handicap than a single-handed Graduate. What this meant
in practice was that Geoff, although some time behind John in
crossing the line, could have won the race. It was only after the
computerisation of the timed result that we learnt that the winner
of this year’s trophy, by only 4 bits, was John Beech. A well
deserved victory in not the best of weather.

The winner - John Beech and his
boat (Graduate)
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GEOFF PLANNER
For the first in our “Spotlight” series we
are focusing on Geoff Planner (ISCR Race
officer) who recounts how he got into
sailing and his rise to big boy boats.

The first time I recall being afloat was on a
Butlins holiday at the age of about eight.
I was attracted to the boating lake on day
one, and for the rest of the week whenever I
was missing I could always be found on the
lake. By the last day, feeling a bit cocky and
thinking I had this rowing thing cracked, I
decided on a high speed run across the lake.
I positioned myself at one end of the lake
and put all my strength into the first stroke.
The oars missed the water altogether and I
landed on my back in the bottom of the boat,
legs in the air and oars floating off in
opposite directions. Had it not been for this I
could have been a rower instead of a sailor.
Who knows?
Fast forward twenty years and living in
Leicester we had the river Soar close by
which is part river and part canal, and
connects to the rest of the canal system. An
impulse buy of a 16ft cabin cruiser with an
outboard got us afloat for the next two
13

years. We had two great holidays in her. The first year we went
north and the second year south, but the third year posed a
problem. Which direction this time? That was solved by having
to relocate with the job and the boat had to go, so no third
holiday.
Two job relocations
later and we were in
Berkshire where the
river Thames was an
attraction
in
particular the bit by
the George and
Dragon at Wargrave
where
Henley
Sailing Club race.
We would sit with
pint
in
hand
watching what we
thought
was
a
spectacular sight of a
river full of sailing
dinghies
skilfully
using the wind to
propel
themselves
and playing this
strange racing game
where it was hard to
tell who was in front.
Another impulse buy and we had a Heron.
There is a little known public slipway at Wargrave which we
used a lot that year. With absolutely no idea what I was doing,
and certainly no training, I somehow learnt to sail. Before long,
wanting to escape the confines of the river I was looking for a
more open stretch of water. A holiday in the Lake District gave
the perfect excuse to trail the Heron with us. We stayed at
Glenridding at the southern end of Lake Ulleswater which was
certainly ‘a more open stretch of water’ at 9 miles in length and
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England’s second largest lake. Taking full advantage of this I
decided to sail the length of the lake and back. Probably not
something I would do today and probably not in a Heron. The
weather was kind for most of the way and it was only towards
the end when the wind started to funnel down the valleys from
Helvelin that I had
anything
to
worry
about. I decided to land.
I let the sail out and
headed for the shore.
That was when I
experienced my first
plane. Magic! Instead of
landing I turned round
and went back for more.
Having
conquered
England’s
second
largest lake I was
hooked and keen to join
a sailing club. To cut a
long story short we
discovered
that
Hoveringhams
Aggregates
had
a
flooded gravel pit that
they wanted to set a
sailing club up on. They invited interested parties to a meeting at
Theale Village Hall and when the meeting was asked for
volunteers to set up a committee I somehow found myself sitting
there with my hand in the air, and I became the club’s first
Membership Secretary. Since then the only position I haven’t
held is Newsletter editor.
It wasn’t long before the Heron had to go in favour of something
more challenging and we moved up to an Enterprise. With wife
Ann as crew we raced through the winter and the following
season started to win the odd race. Once our daughter Clare was
on the way it was time to go single-handed and I went to a
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Laser. I was a bit on the light side for the Laser so I tried a Solo
which I still have today.
For a time I part owned an Osprey which we sailed at the coast.
At the time the Osprey was the fastest national dinghy class. It
was eighteen feet long with spinnaker and trapeze and a bit of a
handful for a couple of lightweights. It gave us some
exhilarating experiences but also the worst experience I can
recall having in a dinghy. It was in a race and the wind was
blowing 5-6 with a corresponding sea. I was helming and we
were rolling badly when we were rolled over completely by a
big wave. I was thrown clear but got back to the boat only to
find it was thumping violently on something. As there were no
rocks in the area we worked out that the mast was being rammed
into the seabed on each wave. When the boat came upright it
was obvious the mast hadn’t survived. We had to suffer the
ignominy of being towed in with the remains of the rig spread
over the deck.
In 1976, the year after the club started, I was invited on an
offshore cruise and that was the start of another story.

“Planning” a new Website
Geoff has recently been working hard to update our website and
give it a fresh new look. The site will include new features such
as video footage of sailing activities to promote the club. The
new site will be launched soon – watch this space!
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We had the first Work Party of the year on Saturday 21st April.
I would like to thank everyone who gave up their morning to
come and help.
Between us we managed to finish the work on the fence around
the boat compound. There are now several strands of barbed
wire above the chain-link along the road side fence where we
replaced the broken uprights last year.
We used up some spare chain-link fencing to fix the two large
holes in the fence along the back of the compound adjacent to
the woods.
As a result of this work, our boats are much more secure against
casual intruders than they were.
Whilst this work was going on, other groups were busy with
other tasks around the club. The reeds along the shore-line in
front of the club house have been cut back, so it is now possible
to see the great lumps of concrete that could cause a hazard to
boats coming ashore there. There are steel markers with red
paint on them that may now be seen from the lake.
The nettles and brush have been sprayed to try and keep the
‘jungle like’ appearance of the boat compound to a minimum.
When the next work party comes around, I will try to get hold of
a robust brush-cutter, so we can reduce the undergrowth a bit
more.
We have a perennial problem with goose poo around the spit.
My thanks go out to those brave souls who got rid of a large
quantity of the stuff on Saturday.
I would also like to thank Catherine Britton for keeping the
flower boats looking great, despite the best efforts of the rabbit
population to decimate them. Thanks also go to Geoff Planner
for fixing the halyard on the new GP14.
David Blake
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Light--hearted sail off Shell Bay,
Light
Poole Harbour. 30th June 2011
The weather forecast was good, in that there would be some
wind. We contacted Shell Bay Sailing and booked their
Wayfarer for 4 hours that afternoon. The tide situation was good
- it was half way between tides (neaps). Mike took the verbal
briefing and learned that to bring the boat back at 1600 hours we
should not approach their base from the south, as there is a
shallow shoaling bank to this side. Mike was informed that there
are other shallows, but these did not seem to be worthy of
emphasis. The area of water in front of the Shell Bay Sailing
Base is quite sheltered and offers a good length of tacks and
reaches. What wind there was, came from the southwest.
Maggie took the helm and we were soon out into the middle and
enjoying a series of tacks across the bay towards Brownsea
Island. We used other yachts to give us guidance across this
water, which was previously unknown to us. Although we have
skippered off shore sailing yachts through the ferry point and
into marinas in Poole Bay, neither Maggie nor I have experience
sailing off to the south of the cardinal and main port and
starboard buoys to the main channels.
Seeing
some
Picos
moored off the beach to
Brownsea we selected a
spot to eat our sandwich
lunch. Even with our
experience we made a
mistake and had not
realised (a) how fast the
tide was moving at this
time and (b) how heavy
a Wayfarer is. We had to
ask for assistance from the Pico sailors to move the hull back
into enough depth of water to sail off. Slightly red faced, Mike
took the helm and again we tacked off to the south, following a
yacht up a back channel. When it got too shallow it was time to
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gybe. Mike is not as experienced with this type of dinghy. He
concentrated on moving the tiller / main sheet between his hands
and then his feet, making the necessary calls, with some
assisatance from Maggie ro comply with the RYA approved
method.
However as the third hour moved on, so the grey clouds arrived
and under them the gusts. So gybing became very interesting
and the decision was made to head back to the sailing base.
Mike pointed to the now visible spit that he had remembered
being advised about three hours earlier. So there had to be a
gybe from the Studland ferry side towards Brownsea Island.
Suddenly Mike, who is also a keen bird watcher, recognised that
the line of sea birds in front of the bow were not swimming but
standing on a gravel shoal, in the middle of the area of water,
directly where he was steering the dinghy. “Ready about” then
gybe and again another shoal and a main channel Port buoy,
gybe again. At one point Maggie was heard to say “The tide is
going to take us out to sea!” However the latest gust was from
the right point and there was an opening gap between the lines
of moored yachts and sailing boats on trots. This is where we
headed as the Shell Bay Sailing rescue boat went past in the
other direction. Through the gap and slowly easing away we
beached the Wayfarer safely in less that a foot of water at least
50 metres off the shore where we had started. Someone said that
the tides were much greater than normal. Of course, as Bill
would have explained to us, “The high pressure area pushes
down the water level” and although it was neaps, this meant
there was less water under us than expected. Oh, and I forgot to
mention the screaming between gybes!!
Looking back, we would recommend this sailing experience to
anyone. The company do have other dinghies, look at their
website and see for yourself: www.shellbaysailing.co.uk
Cheers for now Mike & Maggie
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For All Members - A Day At The
Seaside, 14th July
This year the Island S C
proposes to repeat a
previous very successful
trip to sail on a different
stretch of water. It
promises to be a
fantastic experience, and
very different from the
inland sailing we’re all
used to.
This outing is open to all members, and for those who don’t
have their own boats we’re planning to take some of the club
boats down too. If you’re interested in taking part, please speak
to a committee member.
The plan is that we will park our cars and trailers at Northney
Marina (Hayling Island), where there is a public slipway. Once
the boats are in the water, we will sail on the tide out of the
marina and into the river that flows to the east of the island past
the entrance to Emsworth. We will continue down the whole
east shore of Hayling Island to the mouth of Chichester harbour,
and then cross the main area of water heading to the beach of
West Wittering. After a picnic lunch and maybe some
swimming etc. we will return to Northney Marina on the
incoming tide.
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Quiz Night
On the evening of Saturday 10th March, 37 members and
friends of the I.S.C. gathered at the clubhouse for our Annual
Fish and Chip supper and Quiz Night. After a good deal of
fussing, faffing and rearranging of chairs, five teams took shape,
some a great deal larger than others (I am talking here about
numbers not bodies!) and names were decided upon. At shortly
after 7.00 p.m we were ready to start.
Our quizmaster for the evening was the indefatigable Dennis
Handslip. As usual he had prepared a testing series of rounds on
a variety of subjects, plus the popular twist of a ‘joker’. At the
beginning of the evening the five teams had to select the
category for which they would play their ‘joker’. Science/Nature
and History/Geography were popular choices with only one
team, the aforementioned larger team, plumping for the final
category of Pot Luck; the first time this category had been used.
The first round, Films & T.V., Sport & Leisure, passed without
incident and the scoring was close. Then Round 2 Geography/
History began. A few teams had chosen this round to play their
joker and I was quietly confident that our team would do well.
Sadly this was not to be, as we were well and truly floored by
some of the questions and the use of our joker was of negligible
advantage. Other teams suffered a similar fate.
Thankfully the fish and chips duly arrived at approximately
8.15 p.m. and were enjoyed by all - the Lemon Plaice really do
provide a good service.
After clearing away we had a further two rounds; one was
science/nature, the other Music/Literature/Art and Greek
Mythology (Dennis is really testing us these days!) before the
final round of Pot Luck.
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As the questioning began there were anguished cries from the
non-joker teams. The questions were, or at least seemed to be, a
bit easier (mind you they always do when you know the answer)
and due to a multiple answer question the score at the end was
out of 26 rather than out of 20 for all other rounds, consequently
playing your joker on this round was a positive advantage!!
Although in fairness, nobody knew that this would be the case
so saving their joker to the end was a stroke of luck as much as
anything else.
After the final scores were added and the total then divided by
the number of members in each team (this was felt to be the
fairest method as some teams as mentioned earlier were very
large!) the winners were announced. In first place THE GREEN
GOBLINS. Congratulations to them and an Easter egg each to
take home. Commiserations to all the other teams who shared a
variety of chocolaty eggs.
It was a good night, well supported with much laughter and
merriment. My thanks to all who came, it was especially nice to
see so many of our Juniors.
And last but not least, many thanks to Dennis for all his hard
work, much appreciated by all who took part. We are already
looking forward to next year!
Maggie
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Duty Roster as of 1st May 2012
Date

Duty Officer

Race Officer

Ass. Race Officer

Wetsuits

Optional
Stephen Rudman
for Duty

Galley

01-Apr
08-Apr

John Beech
Easter Series

Ian Finlayson
Volunteers

Joan Beech
Please

09-Apr
15-Apr

Easter Series

Volunteers

Dick Sawdon Smith

Melanie Wickens

Ian Wickens

Rose Blake

22-Apr

Denis Handslip

John Walker

Mark Dyer

Brenda Walker

29-Apr

Geoff Planner

Bob Ferryman
Wetsuits

TBA

Ann Planner

for Duty

Please

Optional

06-May
07-May

Bank Holiday Series

Volunteers

For Duty

Please

Bank Holiday Series

Open Day

13-May
20-May

Danny Walsh
Steve Dyer

Rowan Chattock
Gavin Barnard

Simon Chattock
Mark Tait

Dennis Ollington
Lindsay Gerrard

27-May

Mike Page

Catherine Britton
Wetsuits

Steve Savin
Required

Teresa Savin

03-Jun

Bank Holiday Series

Volunteers

For Duty

Please

04-Jun
10-Jun

Bank Holiday Series

Volunteers

For Duty

Please

Bill Taylor

Helen Bull

Rob Fitzmaurice

Dennis Ollington

Ann Proctor
Day
Wetsuits

Tim Proctor
Race
Optional

Joan Beech

24-Jun

John Beech
Longest

01-Jul
08-Jul

Tim Jones
Peter Cawthraw

Nicola Jones
Maggie Page

Stephen Rudman
Craig Little

Denis Handslip
Dennis Ollington

15-Jul
22-Jul

Ian Wickens
David Blake

Melanie Wickens
Rose Blake

Bob Ferryman
John Frake

Maggie Page
TBA

29-Jul

Danny Walsh

John Walker

Mark Dyer

Brenda Walker

17-Jun

1/5/12 Dennis Ollington

Notes: This list is only valid on print date. Committee members indicated in green
Blue indicates Swaps since first print. Changes may occur due to swaps on Dutyman

Dutyman link: www.dutyman.biz/dmmain.aspx?id=I0001364
Club races start at 1200, 1400 and 1530
Please make every effort to turn up on your duty day as without your attendance the
day is disrupted.
If you are unable to carry out your duty, please exchange with someone else. If that
fails please notify the Rear Commodore at least two weeks prior to date so that
changes can be made.
All officers should arrive at the club at least one hour before the start of the first race.
They should have buoyancy aids with them and be prepared to man the safety boat in
an emergency. The duty officer is responsible for the general management of the
days racing.
GALLEY : Please could the you bring 1 Litre (two pints) of milk with you, for which
you will be reimbursed.
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